Case Study - Seawall Repair

Seawall Leaks at Base of Bridge
Causing Critical Public Safety Issue
Spanning the Pithlachascotee River in New Port Richey, Florida is the Madison Street Bridge. Built in
1985, this structure was buttressed with four semi-circular seawalls at the base of each footing in the
year 2000.
Over the years, tide fluctuation caused soils to wash
out from underneath the seawalls. This caused the
heavily usend sidewalks on top of the walls to crack
and settle, allowing even rainwater in. Without an
alternate way for pedestrians to traverse the bridge,
this structural problem quickly became a critical public
safety issue.

To rapidly address the problem a certified contractor
relied on AP Fill 700 and its NSF 61-5 certification
(approved for contact with drinking water). The rapid
expansive properties of this semi-rigid hydrophobic
resin made it the optimal solution for painlessly filling
the voids that had developed in the seawall and
stopping the erosion beneath the sidewalks.

Physical Properties - Cured
AP FILL 700
Tensile Strength

(ASTM D-1623)

45 psi (3,102 mb)

Tensile Elongation

(ASTM D-1623)

2.9%

(ASTM D-1042/D-756)

Negligible

Compressive Strength (with fine sand)

(ASTM C-39)

2,050 psi (141,343 mb)

Pre-activated mix viscosity

110 -130 cP

Shrinkage

Properties will vary depending on application conditions.
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The contractor drove 15 foot pipes in a perimeter grid along the edge of the 12 x 15 foot seawalls.
About 1 gallon per vertical foot of AP Fill 700 was injected to create a grout curtain behind each of the
four seawalls to stop the leaks and fill the voids.
Afterwards, the contractor lifted the sidewalks back into place with AP Lift 475 foam and touched the
seawalls up with epoxy.

Stopping the leaks in all four seawalls only took a few days. More than a year later the seawalls are
still as good as new.

About Alchemy-Spetec
The Leak Seal Division
The Alchemy-Spetec Leak Seal Product Line combines a full-system offering of polymer chemical grouts and equipment with perhaps the most experienced technical team in the industry. For any concrete leak seal application, lean on the Alchemy-Spetec team
for phone, field, or engineering support. Our growing network of Regional Managers, Independent Representation, and Nationwide
Distribution offers industry professionals many levels of opportunity worth discussing with our team. Consultants at Alchemy-Spetec
pride themselves on rapid, powerful, and painless scheduling of field and technical support. We invite you to inquire about our
bi-annual factory training held at the Tucker, GA-based manufacturing facility where they can learn from the 20+ year average industry experience of our Regional Management and Technical Team.
The Geotech Division
The Alchemy-Spetec Geotech Product Line offers industry-leading quality, full chemical grout lifting rig training and support, and
unmatched contractor support in the field and with sales and marketing. Contact us today to learn about the tangible benefits of
joining the Alchemy-Spetec network of geotech contractors. The Alchemy-Spetec MixMaster Pro Gun is a maintenance and production cost-saver for any lifting contractor, while the flagship lifting foams have helped many contractors reduce volume usage
while eliminating call-backs. From the Polybadger machine that fits into a pickup truck, to custom boxtruck and trailer rig buildouts,
Alchemy-Spetec is widely considered the premier geotechnical chemical grout & equipment supplier. With the additions of ground
penetrating radar and penetrometer equipment and support, Alchemy-Spetec is truly on the cutting-edge of the chemical grouting
industry.

Tech Support:
404-618-0438
www.Alchemy-Spetec.com

This information is provided in good faith, but without guarantee. The application,
use and processing of the products are beyond our control and therefore your entire
responsibility. Should Alchemy-Spetec nevertheless be held liable for any damage, such
liability will be limited to the value of the goods delivered by us. We are committed to
providing high-quality goods at all times. This version supersedes all previous versions.
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